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String a geometric piece using fine silver frame
beads and a matching toggle clasp.Geometric Frame

Step 1: String 1 crimp tube, 2 size 8°s, and the ring side of the
clasp; pass back through the size 8°s and tube; crimp. String
2 size 8°s.

Step 2: String one side of a frame, 4 size 8°s, the other side of
the frame, and 5 size 8°s. Repeat entire step five times, omit-
ting the last 5 size 8°s.

Step 3: String 2 size 8°s, 1 crimp tube, 2 size 8°s, and the ring
side of the clasp; pass back through the size 8°s and tube;
crimp.

Step 4: Beaded crimp cover. Use 18" of beading thread and size
15°s to square stitch a strip 3-beads wide by 6-beads long (see
below). Reinforce each stitch as you work, then join the ends
together around a crimped tube. Tie half-hitch knots between

MATERIALS FOR CIRCLE BRACELET
36 copper size 15° seed beads
57 brown size 8° seed beads
6 fine silver 15mm PMC circle frames
Toggle clasp
2 sterling silver 2mm crimp tubes
8" of bronze .019 beading wire
Size D Nymo beading thread

TOOLS
Wire cutters
Crimping pliers
Beading needle
Scissors

FINISHED SIZE: 7"
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S Q U A R E  S T I T C H Begin by

stringing a row of beads. For the

second row, string 2 beads, pass

through the second-to-last bead of

the first row, and back through the

second bead of those just strung.

Continue by stringing 1 bead, pass-

ing through the third-to-last bead of the first row, and back

through the bead just strung. Repeat this looping technique

to the end of the row.

beads as you finish, then weave the tails into the work and
trim. Repeat for the second tube. Y
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Step 1: String 1 crimp tube, 1 size 8°, 12 size 15°s, and the ring
side of the clasp; pass back through the size 8° and tube; crimp.
String 1 size 8°, 2 accent beads, 1 size 8°, 1 accent bead, 1
size 8°, 2 accent beads, and 3 size 8°s.

Step 2: String one side of a frame, 1 size 8°, 1 accent bead, 
1 size 8°, 1 accent bead, the other side of the frame, 3 size
8°s, 1 accent bead, 1 size 8°, 1 accent bead, 1 size 8°, 1 accent
bead, and 3 size 8°s. Repeat entire step four times, omitting
the last 3 size 8°s.

Step 3: String 1 size 8°, 1 crimp tube, 1 size 8°, 12 size 15°s,
and the bar side of the clasp; pass back through the size 8°
and tube; crimp. Y

MATERIALS FOR SQUARE BRACELET
24 copper size 15° seed beads
55 bronze size 8° seed beads
30 fine silver 5–12mm flat accent beads
5 fine silver 9–12mm PMC square frames
Toggle clasp
2 sterling silver 2mm crimp tubes
8" of bronze .019 beading wire

TOOLS
Wire cutters
Crimping pliers
Beading needle
Scissors

FINISHED SIZE: 7"

RESOURCES: Check your local bead shop for any of these materi-
als or contact: Beading wire and crimp tubes: Soft Flex Company,
www.softflexcompany.com. Seed beads: Jane’s Fiber and Beads,
www.janesfiberandbeads.com or Beyond Beadery,
www.beyondbeadery.com.
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